WORKING ON THE PACK UP CREW

1. **Physical Requirements:** You must be able to lift 40 pounds repeatedly throughout the weekend as well as bend, squat and reach consistently.

2. **Opening Ceremony Responsibilities:** Help load, secure, transport, unload, and organize participants’ luggage, as needed before deploying to the route on Friday morning.

3. **Route Responsibilities:** Support route crew by helping breakdown and clean up each site.
   - Leap frog along the route, following the route hours, making sure to arrive at least 15 minutes before each stop closes.
   - Make sure all walkers have left the stop before breaking down shelters, tents, tables and/or decorations.
   - Help Pit Stop crew take down shelters, load the Pit Trucks and sweep the site of trash. Do not leave each site until you are released by the staff Pit Coordinator.

4. **Camp Responsibilities:**
   - Saturday Evening: Help break down and clean up the Pick-up Point, the 3-Day Lounge and the Remembrance Area.
   - Sunday Morning: Help load, secure, transport, unload, and organize participants' luggage, as needed before deploying to the route.

5. **Sunday, Day 3 Transition:** Once the last pit stop is completely broken down and cleaned up, you will go to the Vehicle Load-Out Lot to drop off your vehicle and keys. After dropping off your vehicle, you will head to the Finish Line Festival where you will get reimbursed for any gas receipts and pick up your victory t-shirt. Please note your team will be one of the last teams off the route and may not be able to attend Closing Ceremony.